Generally the Joy of Satan, despite of linking around 300 books in it, is constantly told about "sources". There's a book list, and then many sources. Every page, is given more.

Over my years of study, I have seen many sources disappear, others from the web, and others even from libraries and texts. People who were onto major Truths have been censored and have been shunned from history.

While many occultists have been going the enemy path, because the foundations of Spirituality are the work of Father Satan [or Adi Yogi], researchers, Freemasons, even Christian mystics and others, end up their path to face the "Dark Lord" in all his glory. Some people like Albert Pike, do write about it.

Of course, Pike was a Freemason, and deep into Jewish occultism, but he dared to mention that indeed in Ancient prehistoric Freemasonry, Satan was being worshiped. Eventually, the Freemasons were taken over, and the organization was steered into the Hebrew once again.

In the occult, there are endless larpers, lunatics, people with legitimate psychological problems, and many people who simply sell bullshit to other people.

Right now, I can go cite to you in full, with "Occult Books" and many "Verified Sources", about a supreme race of tentacle looking monsters and gnomes, and so on, so forth. One Rabbi well established in Israel, that I have read his crap, was writing about how he was having sex with mermaids, supposedly.

It's very likely someone has wrote about this and worse. Full on with ISBN's, copyrights, sourced, and so on. If you are with the enemy and praise them, or you mention just about any atrocity, or if you attack Satan, they will publish you ANYTHING.

Likewise, every Rabbi out there can cite the word of his own Rabbis and book writers, that will call Satan in the lowest and most defamatory manners. This
begins from the Bible and ends in many "Qlippothic" books that exist and are based on the Jewish perception of the Gods.

The enemy, has enforced the paradigm. In regards to those who foolishly think we live in a world where freedom of expression and information exists, one must read in history.

Some things have survived from the past, and of texts mentioning the Gods positively, but most of it is either recent, ancient but "forgotten", or many people don't take it seriously.

They would rather buy some shit book from Amazon that promises "instant manifestation" only to find out you don't make a billion dollars just by imagining it in your living room for 5 minutes per day.

Right now, the Jewish control of information in the occult is still on a very high level. It was all Jewish gimmick until now.

Going to the source, Satan and the Gods are only attacked worldwide because of two large scams called "Religions", pulled out of the Jewish fake perception of things, that took Satyan from Sanskrit, and turned it into a character that is the "Source of all evil".

Upon this, they based the greatest hoaxes and put the Truth of the "Indo Aryans" and their rivalling tribes as the "World's Enemy". People adopted this by the sword, and here we are now.

In most "occult" books you will find Jewish wet dreams, the hallucinations of a Rabbi on crack, the bullshit schizophrenic Rabbis have written on the Gods, defamation about anything non-Jewish and so on.

Many people all over the world, have had to show considerable bravery to go against all of this overbearing paradigm of information control, to even mention basic things, such as Jesus could be a hoax and so on, let alone anything else. For decades, these people were hunted down like animals intellectually.

Quite a few either died, or were made marginalized and so on. People who talked about the UFO's, now almost widely accepted as a factual Truth, were called "lunatics", "insane", "crazies" and other things.
Agencies who tried, likely for reasons of public safety or peace [I want to think it was for good reason...probably not...who knows?] tried to hide these, going as far as to abduct, and "make suicide" these people more than once, called the "Men in Black".

After they tried to hide these, they paid numerous people worldwide to start mentioning outrageous lies and cover up stories, so that all of this would look like utter insanity. For decades, UFOlogists and others who were "into conspiracies" were actually people who were carefully presented as lunatics and insane.

Now, our daily life is literally out of these "Conspiracy" scenarios talked on back then.

As occult information made it to the West, through Osho, Vivekananda, Iyengar, and many others, the enemy jumped in and started mingling it with Hebrew bullshit to no end.

After they brought in basics, like Yoga or the power of the mind, jew started jumping in with Hebrew angelic filth, then, Christians started adapting the rhetoric from "You will eternally burn in hellfire if you do void meditation and think positively" to "Jesus was actually a mystic, goy, let's update the hoax for you, Jesus over whose names we killed gay people actually now is pro gay" etc etc.

For centuries, any Gentile who wanted to practice anything occult, had to go through the Jewish sources and jewish language, causing in many cases catastrophic damage to the minds of the Gentiles practicing these things.

Therefore, to all occultists who are reading the boards: You will have to choose what you want to believe. If you want to be a "man of the book", then you will likely enjoy much of the above and the delusion of "knowing".

The JoS is based on sound and given sources, yet at the same time, it's based on experience and the Ancient approach, which is largely disputed. The JoS system is very powerful and justified, and put upon the firmest foundations.

Yet one can definitely choose to ignore this, and you can believe into the insanity that some kike wrote somewhere, and one will likely have to pay the price of this too.
We don't own a large disinformation and black propaganda wing like the Jesuits do. It's not in our interest to do so. We won't hunt you down to believe in Satan.

People choose the side that they believe.

If there are mistakes, we are not against improving, we are a constantly ever rising movement, yet our foundations will never change.

The knowledge already present in Spiritual Satanism is established, and the reason is clear.

**The Joy of Satan is permanently and eternally not interested in jewish opinion and considers it of absolutely zero credibility and false.**

**Do not cite jews to us, it doesn't matter.**

**Their cultural opinions are not our own, never were, never will be.**

It is so that some future kikes and wanna-be's can't just come and over-write it.

The Freemasons whom suddenly from believing in Zeus and as Albert Pike says "The Serpent of the Garden", through jewish infiltration were victims of this.

After the infiltration of their lot, they ended up believing in Jesus Christ and "Jehovah", acting like kikes, Zionists, and fools that practice Hebrew and endless filthy garbage.

The Joy of Satan believes in Father Satan and the Gods eternally, and that will be no disputes and no arguments on the matter.

Nothing jewish must be allowed on the gate, and should be immediately cast down with stones.

Jews are not allowed, and if found, they shall be removed. This is the place where they do not belong. The battle for this is extremely important and for the future of humanity.
No mercy, no hebrew, nothing jewish, no jewish "contribution", we are not sorry - you were not "sorry" for us when you burned us down, zero tolerance policy for jewish lies against the Gods and their creations, no acceptance. Nothing.

We are NOT obligated to accept anything jewish WHATSOEVER, and we never will.

Spiritual power back to the hands of the Gentiles RIGHT NOW and FOREVER!!
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